Practice in construction of
product-by-process claim in
Vietnam
A product-by-process claim is understood worldwide as a patent
claim in which a product claimed by defining the process by
which the product is made, and this claim type is at present
permitted in many jurisdictions. In Vietnam, such a productby-process claim format is also permitted, however it is
allowed under certain special circumstances only.
As stated in the Guidelines for Patent Examination issued by
the National Office of Intellectual Property of Vietnam
(hereinafter referred to as “the NOIP’s Guidelines”) dated 31
March 2010, in the case that a product whose structure is
unknown at the time of application, such as a product having
an extremely complex structure (e.g., polymer) or a product
comprising various compounds (e.g., extract, fraction), such a
product can be identified by its manufacturing process (e.g.,
a product X obtained by a process Y), provided that this
technical feature is sufficient for the comparison and
distinguishing of the claimed product with other products of
the prior art (Point 5.7.2f). In the patent practice before
the NOIP, when the NOIP’s examiners consider that the product
claimed in a product-by-process claim could be defined by its
own characteristics (e.g., structure, composition, amount of
each component, or the like), they will reject such a productby-process claim drafting and request the applicant to define
the claim by the characteristics of the product per se. For
example, in one Office Action issued by the NOIP for a patent
application, the NOIP’s examiner in charge of the application
did raise an objection to one claim which was drafted as a
product-by-process claim for the reason that the mixture
claimed in this claim was defined by its composition and
amount of each component contained therein, and it thus could

not be expressed in the format of product-by-process claim.
With regard to the substantive examination of a product-byprocess claim, the above-mentioned NOIP’s Guidelines states
that when assessing the novelty of this claim format, the
NOIP’s examiners have to consider whether the recited
manufacturing process feature imparts a certain specific
structure and/or component to the claimed product. If a person
skilled in the art could conclude that this process
necessarily produces a product whose structure and/or
component is different from that of the products of the prior
art, then said product-by-process claim meets the requirement
of novelty. In contrast, if the claimed product made by the
recited process has the same structure and/or component as the
product of the prior art, then the product set forth in the
product-by-process claim will be considered as lacking novelty
even though it is made by a different process, unless the
applicant can prove that the recited process will produce a
product having different structure and/or component, or having
different function through which a change on the structure
and/or component of the claimed product could be perceived
(Point 22.2.2.5 (3)). This implies that during the
patentability assessment for this claim type in Vietnam, only
the product per se is examined (i.e., product identity
theory), taking into consideration the specific structure
and/or component of the claimed product which is implied by
the recited process.
The NOIP’s Guidelines also gives a specific example relating
to an invention on a glass which is made by process X, and in
the prior art a process Y for making an identical glass is
already disclosed (Point 22.2.2.5 (3)). This example shows
that if the glasses made by these two processes have the same
structure, shape, and/or material, then the invention is not
new. In contrast, if process X comprises an incubating step at
a specified temperature which has not yet been disclosed in
the prior art, and thanks to this incubating temperature, the

claimed glass made by process X has an increased resistance to
cracking and breakage as compared to that made by process Y,
then the invention has novelty. This is because the increased
resistance to cracking and breakage does imply that the
claimed glass has a different inner and micro-structure thanks
to the different manufacturing process as compared to the
glass of the prior art.
As regards the infringement analysis of a product-by-process
claim, there are no explicit provisions in relation to the
technical scope and/or the enforcement of such a claim type
provided for in the Intellectual Property Law of Vietnam and
relevant legal regulations. Also, there have been no case
laws, and thus no trial decisions, with respect to this issue
in Vietnam up to date. Thus, if there is a case, the
infringement assessment for this special form of claim seems
to be based upon current Circular No. 11/2015/TT-BKHCN dated
26 June 2015 of the Ministry of Science and Technology
detailing and guiding a number of articles of the government’s
Decree No. 99/2013/ND-CP dated 29 August 2013 on sanctioning
of administrative violations in the field of industrial
property, which provides that an accused product shall be
regarded as “identical” or “equivalent” to a product protected
by a claim if all essential technical features recited in the
claim are present in the identical or equivalent form in the
accused product, and shall be regarded as “not identical” or
“not equivalent” if the accused product does not contain at
least one essential technical feature recited in the claim,
wherein two technical features shall be considered as a)
“identical” if they have the same nature, the same purpose,
the same manner of achieving purpose, and are in the same
relationship with other features stated in the claim, and b)
“equivalent” if they have the similar or interchangeable
nature, the substantially identical purpose, and the
substantially identical manner of achieving purpose (Rule 11).
As such, it could be interpreted that in case of a product-byprocess claim, an accused product seems to infringe a patented

product-by-process claim which is defined by its manufacturing
process feature only when it is made by a process having the
same, similar or interchangeable nature, the same or
substantially identical purpose, and the same or substantially
identical manner of achieving the purpose to the process
recited in the product-by-process claim at issue. That is to
say, when assessing the possibility of infringement to a
product-by-process claim in Vietnam, it seems that the recited
process may be considered as a limitation (i.e., process
limitation theory).
To conclude, the product-by-process claim format is permitted
in Vietnam in some exceptional cases. While the NOIP adopts
the “product identity theory” when considering the
patentability of this claim type as established in the NOIP’s
Guidelines, the current legal regulations indicate that the
“process limitation theory” seems to be applied by the
competent enforcement authorities in the infringement analysis
when there is a case./.

